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Figure 1: The ReadingQuizMaker interface contains a Navigation Bar (a), a Paper Panel (middle), and a Qestion Authoring 
Panel (right). Users can navigate a paper using the Navigation Bar. The green blocks indicate tables and fgures. Users can 
select content in the Paper Panel and transfer them to the Qestion Authoring Panel to create questions. ReadingQuizMaker 
provides AI suggestions (e.g., paraphrase) based on the user selection of text (c). User selections are highlighted (b). On the 
Qestion Authoring Panel, users can edit question stem and options (f) and preview more AI suggestions (g). Users can 
switch between a section-based mode and a plain state (d), and review all the questions they have created (e). 
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Despite that reading assignments are prevalent, methods to en-
courage students to actively read are limited. We propose a system 
ReadingQuizMaker that supports instructors to conveniently de-
sign high-quality questions to help students comprehend readings. 
ReadingQuizMaker adapts to instructors’ natural workfows of 
creating questions, while providing NLP-based process-oriented 
support. ReadingQuizMaker enables instructors to decide when 
and which NLP models to use, select the input to the models, and 
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edit the outcomes. In an evaluation study, instructors found the 
resulting questions to be comparable to their previously designed 
quizzes. Instructors praised ReadingQuizMaker for its ease of use, 
and considered the NLP suggestions to be satisfying and helpful. 
We compared ReadingQuizMaker with a control condition where 
instructors were given automatically generated questions to edit. 
Instructors showed a strong preference for the human-AI teaming 
approach provided by ReadingQuizMaker. Our fndings suggest 
the importance of giving users control and showing an immediate 
preview of AI outcomes when providing AI support. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Applied computing → Computer-assisted instruction; In-
teractive learning environments. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Assigned readings are an integral part of almost any college class. 
Instructors believe that class readings are important learning activ-
ities and can enhance class discussion [17, 46]. However, research 
has shown that it has been a nationwide problem in higher edu-
cation that students do not complete reading assignments [13, 15, 
18, 24, 26]. It is estimated consistently across studies in diferent 
subject domains that just 20-30% of undergraduate students read 
the materials that they are assigned for classes [13, 15, 26]. With 
the prevalence of social media and short, fast-paced snippets of 
information, there is a further decline in college reading over the 
past decade [29, 76]. The reasons for the low compliance are multi-

fold, it could be that students lack motivation [15, 51], are defcient 
in reading skills [72], have constraints on their time [63, 67], and 
undervalue the importance of reading [43, 62]. 

How can instructors better support students’ academic reading 
practices? Pedagogical strategies and digital tools have been pro-
posed to assist students’ reading experience. In recent years, many 
instructors choose to use social annotation tools. For instance, Pe-
rusall [68] has been one of such popular tools and is widely used 
for pre-class reading assignments. Research has shown that stu-
dents spend more time reading and have better performance on 
in-class exams after using Perusall [60]. However, research has also 
shown that social annotation tools only work better for students 
who have self-regulated learning skills [22]. One weakness of such 
tools resides in the fact that students do not get feedback on their 
understanding of the content [9]. Over the years, reading ques-
tions is a common strategy employed by instructors to actively 
engage students. On the one hand, question answering provides 
an active learning experience compared to passively reading a text 

[23, 34], which is demonstrated through decades of educational 
research to be efective at improving comprehension and learning 
outcomes [9, 23, 48, 77]. On the other hand, students get immediate 
feedback [77] on quiz questions that help them self-evaluate their 
understanding or go back to read certain parts of the text more 
carefully [46]. For students who are less profcient in academic 
reading, carefully-designed reading questions aid them in focusing 
and extracting essential information [28, 72] that may otherwise 
get lost [72]. 

However, high-quality and thought-provoking questions take a 
signifcant amount of efort to design. Both instructors and students 
do not favor detail-oriented quiz questions for readings, since they 
simply check whether the student has read specifc content or 
not [71, 72]. As suggested in prior work, good reading questions 
should guide the students as they read, help them identify what 
is important, underline what they should understand by the end, 
prompt thoughts about the main issues and implications in the 
content, and prepare the students to come to class ready to talk 
about the readings [32]. Although there are many existing NLP-
based automatic question generation systems, the adoption of them 
in classrooms is low [8, 49], mainly because those models are only 
suitable for specifc domains, such as language learning and math 
teaching, and the generated questions are often of low quality and 
limited in types and difculty levels [8, 49]. 

In this work, we propose a human-NLP (Natural Language Pro-
cessing) collaborative system ReadingQuizMaker, to support in-
structors to create high-quality reading questions. ReadingQuiz-
Maker adapts to instructors’ natural workfows of the question con-
struction procedure, while providing NLP-based process-oriented 
support. The design of ReadingQuizMaker is informed by a need-
fnding study with 11 instructors from 7 diferent universities, which 
suggests that instructor input is critical in the question creation 
process since they rely on domain expertise and external resources 
when creating questions. When providing AI assistance on question 
creation, instructors want to make sure they have full control and 
fexibility on when and how to use AI [10]. 

An overview of ReadingQuizMaker is shown in Figure 1. Users 
can select texts on the Paper Panel and send them to the Qes-

tion Authoring Panel as question options. ReadingQuizMaker 
provides an immediate preview of AI suggestions, such as entity 
replacement and paraphrasing using the user-selected texts as in-
put. On the Qestion Authoring Panel, users get suggestions on 
question stems, and can use the NLP Toolbox to improve question 
options and create distractors powered by a negation model. All the 
texts instructors have used are highlighted in the Paper Panel and 
visualized through the Navigation Bar, allowing users to check 
content coverage. 

We ran an evaluation study with 13 instructors from 10 difer-
ent universities to evaluate ReadingQuizMaker. All participants 
successfully created questions that they were satisfed with using 
ReadingQuizMaker. Participants commented that the interface was 
easy to use, helped them create better questions and could help 
save time compared to their usual instructional design practice. 
Participants also found the AI suggestions in ReadingQuizMaker to 
be useful and desirable. About 60% of the AI paraphrase suggestions 
were adopted by the users after they read them. About 60% of the 
AI negation suggestions were adopted by the users. Paraphrase 
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suggestions were more often read and adopted by users compared 
to the summarization suggestions, because paraphrase suggestions 
are more discoverable without requiring the user to make an ex-
plicit request. Users shared that they got inspiration from AI and 
would make sure they read the AI results before using them to 
avoid errors. 

In the study, we compared ReadingQuizMaker with a baseline 
condition where instructors received automatically generated ques-
tions and had an opportunity to edit and improve them. Participants 
strongly preferred the human-AI teaming approach ofered by Read-
ingQuizMaker, and found the questions that were automatically 
generated to be of lower quality. Instructors also found editing au-
tomatically generated questions to be more challenging compared 
to creating questions from scratch. Participants considered that 
having a sense of control was critical in their question creation 
process. 

This       

• A formative study revealing instructors’ challenges in cre-
ating reading quiz questions, and design requirements for 
developing tools to support the process. 

• ReadingQuizMaker, a novel system that provides NLP-based 
process-oriented support to instructors while they create 
questions. The design of ReadingQuizMaker adapts to in-
structors’ natural workfows of creating questions, expedites 
the question creation process through novel interaction de-
signs, and provides instructors with AI suggestions to aug-
ment their question creation experience. 

• An evaluation of ReadingQuizMaker that demonstrates the 
usability and utility of the system. The study shows the 
promises of the human-AI teaming approach in supporting 
creative instructional design work, and suggests the impor-

tance of giving user control when providing AI support and 
showing an immediate preview of AI outcomes to increase 
adoption. 

paper makes the following three contributions:

2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 Low Compliance in College Reading 
Assignments 

There has been low compliance with reading assignments among 
college students. It is found that only 20% - 30% undergraduate 
students do readings for class [13], which leads to undesirable aca-
demic performance [24, 73]. One major reason for low compliance 
is the lack of motivation [17, 50, 51]. Many students underestimate 
the importance of reading [73]. Studies found that students view 
readings as a complement to lectures [16], and tend not to spend 
extra time on reading [13, 16, 62]. Defciency in reading skills also 
leads to students’ low compliance to read [17, 72], especially when 
they encounter increasing complexity of the reading assignments 
and visualizations [72]. Time restriction is ranked as the "number 
one constraint" that prevents students from completing reading 
assignments [13, 46]. This suggests better practices are needed to 
help students read, by reducing the difculty of reading assign-
ments, giving students who are defcient in reading scafolding and 
practice, and providing feedback to students’ reading processes to 
increase engagement. 

2.2 Strategies to Support Reading Practices 
Prior work has proposed a large variety of strategies to help stu-
dents actively read. One line of work encourages students to take 
active notes, e.g., learning log [20] or index cards [19]. Other work 
supports collaborative reading [44], e.g., enabling students to share 
notes [59], make podcasts [12], share posts on discussion forums 
or social media [29, 44]. Social annotation tools such as Perusall 
[68] was found to be efective in increasing students’ reading time. 
These strategies emphasize the importance of active reading where 
activities are designed to sustain students’ active attention during 
reading. However, research has also shown that many of these 
strategies only work better for students who have self-regulated 
learning skills [22]. One weakness of such tools is that students 
do not get feedback on their understanding of the content [9]. An-
other frequently used approach is reading quiz questions [13, 35], 
in the form of multiple-choice questions which enable immediate 
feedback. However, designing high-quality and thought-provoking 
reading quiz questions can be difcult [81, 82]. 

2.3 Interfaces to Support Active Reading 
One line of research focuses on mimicking the physical paper read-
ing experience in digital environments [64], with a focus on naviga-
tion and note taking. For example, Pearson et. al developed digital 
stickers that can be used as bookmarks for digital reading [66]. 
LiquidText introduced a workspace for users to interact with their 
comments. [80]. More recent work includes novel UI designs to 
augment scientifc paper reading experiences [36, 37] with support 
on understanding formula notations and math. In our work, we 
focus on developing technologies to support reading comprehen-

sion in higher education contexts. We aim to support instructors 
to create high quality reading questions that would in turn help 
students’ conceptual understanding of the text. 

2.4 Question Generation Techniques for 
Educational Purposes 

With the increasing awareness of the importance of active reading 
and active learning, researchers working at the intersection of AI 
and education have developed techniques to support question cre-
ation. One line of work uses crowdsourcing techniques to produce 
new questions. For example, UpGrade creates questions based on 
prior student solutions [83] and QMAps encourage students to gen-
erate questions for each other [91]. Another line of work develops 
end-to-end NLP models for question creation. Existing automatic 
question generation techniques are good at creating factual ques-
tions [27, 49], while not being able to generate questions that target 
higher Bloom goals [14]. On question stem and open-ended ques-
tion generation, Willis et. al used KPE-Gen to extract key phrases 
and generate question stem. BERT [78] and PLM [85] models are 
used for open-ended question creation as well. QG-Net trained a 
recurrent neural network structure to incorporate the context infor-
mation and generate wh-format question word-by-word [84]. On 
multiple-choice question generation, prior approaches used name 
entity recognition and topic modeling to identify salient sentences 
and extract keywords for question options [54, 55]. However, the 
main drawback of existing question generation systems is that 
they often work for a single domain [79, 92] and the generated 
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questions are often of low quality and limited in types and dif-

culty levels [21, 39, 49, 65]. In this work, we introduce a Human-AI 
teaming approach, where AI provides process-oriented to human 
instructors when they design multiple-choice questions. The goal 
is to make the question creation process more robust and fexible, 
and produce higher quality questions. 

2.5 Human-AI Systems for Education 
Since pure AI systems tend to have high uncertainty of model 
capability and high complexity of model output [89], human-AI 
collaboration has been explored in a variety of domains [25, 86]. 
This concept was introduced and studied in education in recent 
years. Human-AI educational systems often have human instructors 
lead the instructional decision making process, while AI provides 
support along the way. Previous studies have explored a diverse 
set of human-AI approaches, mostly focusing on supporting in-
classroom teaching, e.g., visualizing student progress and struggle 
to teachers through dashboards [38, 57, 58], smart wearable de-
vices [42, 70], and ambient awareness tools [7], helping teachers 
assign students to teams [87], and improving classroom orches-
tration [56, 88], The efectiveness of AI support in other stages of 
teaching and instructional design is under explored, for example, 
helping teachers prepare materials and questions [74]. In this work, 
we investigate the capability of a human-AI teaming approach to 
support teachers in their quiz question creation. 

2.6 Human-AI System Design Guidelines 
In recent years, researchers have proposed guidelines for design-
ing and developing human-AI systems [10]. In one of the mostly 
adopted guidelines, Amershi et al. proposed 18 guidelines that are 
applicable to diferent interaction scenarios to improve user expe-
riences. Several guidelines that are in particular relevant to this 
work include "Show contextually relevant information", "Support 
efcient invocation", "Support efcient dismissal", and "Support 
efcient correction" [10]. The design of ReadingQuizMaker was 
inspired by these principles and we aim to examine how users inter-
act with a human-AI system on a creative and high-stakes task that 
heavily relies on subject matter expertise. Additionally, Holstein et 
al. proposed that involving practitioners at all stages and iteratively 
improving the system is critical when designing human-AI systems 
[41]. Yang et. al [89] showed that users prefer high-recall systems 
to high-precision systems [47], which suggests that users need con-
trol over when and how to use the AI outcomes. The design of 
ReadingQuizMaker was informed by a thorough formative study 
with 11 university professors, and we went through rounds of pilot 
testing to make sure the human-AI interactions are intuitive and 
desirable to the users. 

3 FORMATIVE INVESTIGATIONS 
We performed a formative study with 11 college instructors to 
understand their natural workfows of creating questions, with 
the goal of understanding the unique challenges instructors have 
when they hand-write questions and summarizing the design re-
quirements for developing a user-centered system to support the 
process. 

3.1 Participants and Procedure 
The formative study is IRB-approved. 11 instructors from 7 difer-
ent universities participated in the study (6 male, 5 female). The 
instructors have teaching experience ranging from 2 to 40 years 
and are from disciplines including computer science, information 
science, data science, education, developmental psychology, and 
political science. 

The interviews were done through Zoom and each lasted be-
tween 50 and 75 minutes. Participants were given a $50 Gift Card. 
We frst asked participants to share how they approached read-
ing assignments. The majority of the session was spent having 
the participant design questions based on a reading text of their 
choice. No support was provided during the session. Specifcally, 
we asked them to design questions (MCQ preferred) that could help 
their students understand and learn from the content. We asked 
the participants to think aloud throughout the process. 

Participants were able to design 3 to 10 multiple-choice ques-
tions (with one question stem and four options) during the session. 
We then asked the participant to refect on how they arrived at 
each question stem and option, and shared the challenges they 
had encountered throughout the process. At last, the researcher 
asked the participant to imagine there being an intelligent system 
to provide support alongside the quiz design process. Specifcally, 
the researcher asked the user’s attitudes towards a list of NLP tasks 
contextualized in their question creation process, e.g., “What do 
you think if the system can paraphrase this sentence for you?” We 
transcribed the interview recordings and analyzed our data using 
afnity diagrams [61]. 

3.2 Results 
3.2.1 Designing High Qality Reading Qestions is Desirable yet 
Inaccessible. All participants mentioned that there should be bet-
ter ways to support students to read. For example, P5 said “It is 
defnitely a problem that instructors face.” Participants shared the 
techniques they have used to support reading and the limitations of 
such approaches. For example, reading summaries are not scalable 
as grading can be challenging; collaborative annotation platforms 
such as Perusall [68] encourage participation but do not necessarily 
make sure students get the key messages. P7 appreciated the many 
functionalities of Perusall while raising a concern that “similar col-
laborative annotation tools can treat readings as mechanistic and 
measure whether they did the reading not whether they found the 
insight”. Several participants were already using quiz questions 
to enhance reading. Most participants expressed interest in using 
quiz questions if question design becomes less expensive and more 
accessible. 

3.2.2 I Want to Use Reading Qestions to Guide the Students Think. 
While some instructors liked using quiz questions for readings, they 
also emphasized the questions should be designed in the right way. 
1) Instructors wanted to ask about integrative knowledge instead of 
questions that require students to pattern match. P2 mentioned he 
was interested in asking “why” questions, e.g., “why is it difcult”. 
P1 mentioned that critical thinking was important “But this paper 
itself has all of these pretty deep faws. And I’d want students to see 
the faws”. P5 mentioned they would encourage students’ thoughts 
outside of the material. 
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3.2.3 I Face Challenges in Qiz Authoring. Participants reported 
a variety of challenges in their quiz authoring process. Almost all 
participants said that this is a time consuming task for them, and 
that they could spend a considerable amount of time on it. The two 
most salient challenges are 1) Identifying question opportunities; 2) 
Coming up with distractors. Most participants frst skim through 
the text to identify content that they think is important for students 
to know and then design questions for it. For example, P4 said 
“I need to frst think about what are the key concepts in the text”. 
Almost all participants said that coming up with distractors was 
hard. Instructors wanted distractors to be thought provoking (P7), 
convincing (P6), and reveal student misconceptions and bring up 
opportunities to discuss concepts in class (P5). P5 said they often 
were not sure whether the distractors they came up with were 
good, and considered open-ended questions to be better at helping 
instructors elicit student misconceptions. 

Other challenges mentioned by the participants include coming 
up with question stems, getting a comprehensive coverage, and 
being accurate with content details. Instructors found writing the 
question stem to be difcult because they should be tailored to 
the type of paper and the learning outcomes. Multiple participants 
mentioned that they wanted to get a relatively comprehensive 
coverage of the content, but it was hard for them to gauge the 
coverage at diferent points. Moreover, instructors wanted to be 
accurate with the question options, and make sure that correct 
answers were entirely true, and wrong answers were wrong. 

3.2.4 NLP Support could be Useful if they are Good, Controllable 
and Transparent. Participants generally responded positively to the 
idea of using Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools to support 
their process. While at the same time, participants expressed desire 
for controls in the process to decide whether they will use the 
NLP outcomes. Instructors showed mixed opinions on when they 
would use diferent NLP models. For example, P6 said “I think 
paraphrasing would be helpful, because I think that’s the hardest 
part for me”. He also thought summarization would be helpful 
for him to shorten the rereading time, “if I were able to have [a 
section of the text] summarized then, if I trusted the intelligence, it 
would be like, here are the main points of this. So it just saves time.” 
Participants mentioned that their use of the support would depend 
on the performance of the models. They thought negation could be 
helpful in some contexts, especially if they [the user] could provide 
a keyword, noting “that would make it more accurate and more 
towards what I need”. P7 emphasized that they want the intelligent 
system to provide suggestions while they will maintain control. 

3.3 Design Requirements 
Based on the need-fnding study, we summarize the following de-
sign requirements for developing an instructor-centered quiz design 
system. The design requirements also correspond to prior literature 
on human-AI interaction design guidelines [10, 90]. 

• Support instructors in creating convincing distractors. 
Many participants expressed difculty in generating distrac-
tors, P4 said “I want [the distractor] to not to be very easy 
for them to guess, but I don’t want it to be too tricky”. Most 
participants said that they would like to receive support on 
creating meaningful distractors. 

• Provide process-oriented support and enable instruc-
tors to incorporate their expert knowledge. Instructors 
did not like the traditional end-to-end AI approaches in ques-
tion creation. Instructors wanted the fexibility to make de-
cisions and incorporate their expertise when needed, e.g., 
the context of the course, the background knowledge of the 
students, etc. 

• Question creation needs to be quick and integrate with 
instructors’ current workfows. Most participants wanted 
to shorten their time in question creation. For example, P7 
and P9 mentioned that they would like to spend as little time 
writing questions as possible, and P10 suggested that having 
a system to take care of the lower level problems would be 
helpful to their workfow. 

• Enable instructors to easily write feedback for the ques-
tions. Feedback was extremely important to instructors, 
with P5 discussing how they “would usually give the stu-
dents some comments” when they notice the student had 
a misunderstanding. Participants said that incorporating a 
mechanism to give feedback, especially for incorrect answers 
was vital. 

• Give instructors a sense of control when interacting 
with AI When asked about their willingness to receive AI 
support, instructors shared that they would like to remain in 
control (P6). P7 commented that it would work if the AI pro-
vides suggestions, but they would prefer to maintain control 
and embed their own knowledge when creating questions. 
This aligns with multiple principles in the human-AI interac-
tion guidelines [10] to support efcient invocation, dismissal 
and correction. 

• Give instructors fexibility in making decisions We ob-
served that diferent instructors had diverse strategies for cre-
ating questions. Instructors have preferences over diferent 
question types. For example, they may use multiple-choice 
questions for large classes, and open-ended questions for 
seminar-style graduate-level classes. Instructors also wanted 
the question pool to have a mixed level of difculty. 

4 READINGQUIZMAKER 
Based on the user challenges and design requirements identifed in 
the formative study, we develop ReadingQuizMaker, a system that 
provides process-oriented support for instructors to create high 
quality reading quiz questions that align with their educational 
goals. ReadingQuizMaker adapts to an instructor’s natural quiz 
design process. ReadingQuizMaker places the reading text and 
question creation panel side by side, aiming to shorten the time it 
takes for users to peruse text, as shown in Figure 1. We frst describe 
a user journey with the system. We will then describe each system 
component aligned with the design requirements above. 

4.1 An Example User Journey 
Alice teaches at a university and assigns a paper on the topic of 
Augmented Reality (AR) in her class as a required reading. She 
wants to create reading quiz questions that can guide the students 
to read and help students understand the main takeaways from 
the paper. Alice uses ReadingQuizMaker to create questions. She 
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loads the HTML fle of the paper into the system and starts creating 
questions. 

As Alice reads through the abstract, she gets an idea for a ques-
tion. She wants the students to know what this paper did and what 
the authors found. She picks a question stem from the menu “Which 
of the following is NOT correct about what the paper does?” Alice 
then starts to fnd options in the Paper Panel. Upon her selection of 
a sentence, ReadingQuizMaker makes suggestions for paraphrasing 
the sentence. Alice likes the paraphrased result. Here is an exam-

ple, the original sentence “We discuss learning and collaboration 
diferences, as well as benefts and detriments of implementing aug-
mented reality for unstructured learning activities” is paraphrased 
as “ The benefts and drawbacks of augmented reality for learn-
ing are discussed by the authors.” After Alice successfully creates 
several correct options, she needs to come up with a distractor. 
Alice opens the Transform Menu in the Qestion Authoring 
Panel, and tries to negate an option. Alice thinks the negation 
result is OK, and makes minor changes. Alice now completes the 
frst question. As Alice has more questions, she wants to check the 
content coverage. Alice reviews the Navigation Bar to see which 
parts of the reading need more attention. Alice then reviews all the 
questions she created and downloads them. Alice can now import 
the questions to Canvas and use the quiz as a pre-class reading 
assignment. 

4.2 Detailed Design 
4.2.1 Compatible with Any Article with an HTML Source. Read-
ingQuizMaker limits the reading sources to HTML fles. Most aca-
demic publications since 2018 in ACM Digital Library (e.g., ACM 
CHI, UIST, ICER) have online HTML versions, following the ACM 
Publishing System (TAPS) to enhance accessibility [6, 33]. Other 
publishers are also supporting online HTML versions for academic 
publications, including Springer [3] and Taylor&Francis Online 
[4]. ReadingQuizMaker also works well with online documentation 
and tutorials which are frequently used in programming courses, 
online textbooks [11], and articles from news platforms such as 
Washington Post and Vox [5]. 

ReadingQuizMaker (RQM) uses an iframe to display the HTML 
fle of the article and keeps the original formatting. It removes all 
Javascript code in the HTML source fle to avoid conficts with the 
system’s functionalities. For academic publications in ACM DL, we 
parsed the structure of the paper through HTML tags and extracted 
the section titles (e.g., Abstract, Introduction, Related Work, etc.) 
and displayed the section titles in the Qestion Authoring Panel. 
For content from other sources, in the evaluation study, the frst 
author manually extracted the section titles. However, users can 
choose to use the Plain Mode, in which the section titles are not 
displayed. This makes ReadingQuizMaker compatible with any 
articles that have an HTML version. 

4.2.2 The Navigation Bar Supports Users’ Read of Content Coverage 
and Navigation to Figures and Tables. Many users in the formative 
study specifcally mentioned that they wanted students to read 
tables and fgures. The Navigation Bar highlights the tables and 
fgures in a reading text as green blocks, the size of the blocks is 
proportional to the size of the fgure. This was implemented using 
pagemap, an npx package for minimap [45]. Tables and fgures are 

automatically extracted based on HTML tags when the fle is loaded 
into the interface. In addition, the Navigation Bar also displays 
user highlights to indicate what content in the reading has been 
used in the questions. Users can review the Navigation Bar to 
check which part of the reading needs more attention. 

4.2.3 Provide Immediate Preview of NLP Suggestions. ReadingQuiz-
Maker ofers AI suggestions to users based on their text selection. 
Specifcally, users read the content in the Paper Panel. When they 
see sentences they want to peruse in a question, they can select the 
text and transfer it to the Qestion Authoring Panel. The system 
provides two ways of selecting text: 1) drag the mouse over text 
for exact selection; 2) double-click within a sentence for a whole 
sentence selection. Immediately upon the user selects some text, 
the system previews AI suggestions based on the user selection, as 
shown in Figure 2. No explicit action is needed from the user to see 
the AI suggestions. Specifcally, three NLP-based transforms are 
ofered. When the sentence contains frst-person pronouns such 
as “we” or “our design”, it’s replaced with “The authors” or “The 
design” using regular expression. For short sentences, the system 
provides a paraphrase suggestion. For longer texts or paragraphs, 
the system provides a concise summary. If the user likes to use 
the AI suggestions, they can transfer them to the Qestion Au-
thoring Panel. Or users have the fexibility to send the original 
text. When a user sends text to be an option, more AI suggestions 
will appear automatically beneath the added option. The user can 
decide whether they want to use them. 

4.2.4 Adapt to Users’ Natural Workflows and Enable Users’ to Write 
Feedback for Options. The Qestion Authoring Panel is designed 
to align with users’ natural fow of creating questions. An overview 
of the panel is shown in Figure 3. The system supports three types of 
questions multiple-choice questions, multiple-response questions, 
and open-ended questions, as shown in Figure 3. For all question 
types, users can transfer text from the Paper Panel, transfer images 
from the Paper Panel, or freely add content by themselves(Figure 
1). Based on the formative study, we also make sure it is easy for 
users to add feedback to question options, and enable users to do 
high-level planning by adding notes to the Notes feld. 

Many participants in the formative study mentioned that it 
was difcult for them to come up with question stems. To ad-
dress this, ReadingQuizMaker ofers a question stem bank that 
is crowdsourced from the formative study, as shown in Figure 4. 
The question stem bank contains 28 question templates. The user 
can choose from the stem bank, or they can type a new stem and 
the system ofers suggestions based on keyword match. The system 
ofers diferent stem suggestions based on the sections the users are 
in (e.g., introduction, related work), the question type (MCQ, MRQ, 
OEQ), and whether the user selects a fgure. Table 1 shows exam-

ple question stems. Through the interface, users can also negate a 
question stem by adding or removing the word “NOT”. 

4.2.5 NLP Toolbox. In the formative study, we found that partic-
ipants chose to use diferent strategies when creating questions 
depending on the context. To support versatile question creation, 
in ReadingQuizMaker, we provide an NLP Toolbox that users can 
receive further AI assistance, as shown in Figure 5. The toolbox 
frst loads the original text in an option. Users can choose to apply 
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Figure 2: ReadingQuizMaker gives users immediate AI suggestions based on their text selection, including 1) entity replacement 
that replaces frst-person pronouns as third-person pronouns; 2) paraphrase for single sentences (left); 3) summarization for 
paragraphs or long texts (right). Users can choose to adopt any of the AI suggestions as a question option. Users can also choose 
to split the summarization result into multiple options. 

Table 1: Example question stems from the question stem bank of ReadingQuizMaker. Users see question stem suggestions 
when they are at the corresponding sections of the reading text. 

Question Stem Paper Section 
Which of the following is NOT a correct description of the motivation of this 
paper? 

Abstract, Introduction 

Why is this a hard problem to solve? Introduction, Open-Ended 
How is the outcome measured in the evaluation study? Methods, Multiple-Response 
See the Figure above, which of the following is correct? Figure 
The authors claimed [], what is a justifcation for that? Findings, Open-Ended 
Which of the following are the fndings and takeaways of this paper? (Select 
all that apply) 

Findings, Multiple-Response 

Which of the following is NOT correct about the limitations of the paper? Discussion 

Paraphrase, Summarize, Negation operations to transform the 
text. Since most participants found coming up with distractors to 
be challenging, we introduced the Negation model to give them 
suggestions. We also implemented a user-controllable version of 
Negation where the user can decide which word to negate in a 
sentence, as shown in Figure 6. The user selects the word “greater” 
to negate. When the user selects a word, the system extracts 7 
words before and after the parameter, and sends these 15 words to 
the negation model. The system then replaces the negated word(s) 
in the original sentence. 

In addition to single operations, users can also combine multiple 
operations through chaining. Figure 6 shows an example of chaining 

two operations. The paraphrased result is sent as the input of the 
negation model. The user can always load the original text if they 
change their mind. 

4.2.6 Review and Output. During the user’s question creation pro-
cess, they can review all the questions created as shown in Figure 7. 
After the user has enough questions, they can download the ques-
tions into a .csv fle, which is formatted to be ready to transfer 
into a .QTI package. Quiz in QTI packages is compatible with most 
learning management systems, including Canvas. Users can easily 
import questions they created in ReadingQuizMaker to Canvas. 
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Figure 3: Qestion Authoring Panel in ReadingQuiz-
Maker is collapsible. The system supports 3 question types 
(a). Users can add notes for high-level planning (b), add/delete 
options (e, c), add/delete feedback for each option (d), copy a 
previous option (f), and save(g) 

This also addresses the design requirement revealed in the forma-

tive study that instructors want a seamless approach that saves 
their time. 

4.3 NLP Models 
A          
users suggestions in the ReadingQuizMaker system, including (1) an 
Abstractive Summarization model to condense long paragraphs; 
(2) a Paraphrase model to paraphrase and simplify sentences; (3) 
a Negation model to generate incorrect options. The details of the 
models are shown below. 

• Abstractive Summarization We used a fne-tuned BART [52] 
model on CNN-DailyMail to condense the content given a 
paragraph as input. We use the checkpoint bart-large-cnn 
from HuggingFace1. 

1
https://huggingface.co/facebook/bart-large-cnn 

collection of transformer-based NLP models were applied to give

Figure 4: ReadingQuizMaker helps users come up with ques-
tion stems. The system ofers suggestions of stems based on 
keywords (a). The system ofers diferent suggestions based 
on the sections the users are in (e.g., introduction, related 
work), the question type (MCQ, MRQ, OEQ), and whether the 
user selects a fgure (b, c). 

• Paraphrase We used a paraphrase model pretrained on 
PEGASUS [93] to rephrase a sentence while remaining its 
semantic information. We take the released checkpoint pe-
gasus_paraphrase from HuggingFace2. 

• Negation We applied a BART-based negative claim gen-
eration model fne-tuned on WikiFactCheck-English [75]. 
We take the checkpoint released by the authors on Hugging-
Face

3
. 

2
https://huggingface.co/tuner007/pegasus_paraphrase 

3
https://huggingface.co/minwhoo/bart-base-negative-claim-generation 
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Figure 5: The Transform Menu can be opened by clicking 
the button (a) under each option. The menu takes the option 
as the original text where users can apply Paraphrase (b1), 
Negation (b2) or Summarize (b3) transformation. They can 
choose to apply another operation on the result (c) or use the 
AI-transformed result (d) 

Figure 6: An example of chaining NLP operations to generate 
a distractor. The user chains a paraphrase operation with 
a negation operation. In the negation operation, the user 
selects the word “greater” to negate. 

4.4 System Iteration 
We did three rounds of pilot testing to interactively improve the 
system design. Here are the main things we iterated on. 

4.4.1 Increase Discoverability of the AI features. During the pilot 
studies, we realized that users tended not to click buttons to apply 
NLP transformations. However, when we encouraged the users to 
evaluate the NLP suggestions, they found them to be satisfying. 

Figure 7: The Qestion Review Panel gives an overview of 
all the questions created. 

To increase the discoverability of the AI features, we introduced 
the immediate preview of NLP suggestions, as shown in Figure 2. 
This avoids extra clicks from users to receive support, which is in 
alignment with the human-AI interaction guidelines [10] to support 
efcient invocation, dismissal and correction. 

4.4.2 Visualize NLP Transformations. We found that participants 
needed to spend time comparing the NLP suggestions with the 
original text. We then visualize the changes before and after an 
operation for the Entity Replacement and Negation transforma-

tions, as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 6. We did not implement a 
visualization for Abstractive Summarization and Paraphrase 
operations, since they are based on generative models, and the 
diference is often more dramatic than a couple of words. We will 
leave it to future work to explore better visualization techniques to 
help end-users read and use NLP outcomes. 

4.4.3 Introducing Thresholds to Increase NLP Performance. In the 
pilot studies, we found that when users apply the summarization 
operation to a relatively short text, it does not work well. Based 
on several iterations, we introduced a threshold of 400 characters 
to decide which models we use to give users suggestions. If the 
user-selected text is longer, the system will give a summarization 
suggestion, otherwise, the system will give a paraphrase suggestion, 
as shown in Figure 2. In the NLP Toolbox, the summarization 
operation is disabled when the option length is below the threshold. 

4.5 Implementation 
ReadingQuizMaker is implemented as a full-stack web application 
with a back-end server for hosting the NLP models. The user inter-
face is written in React.js [31] and Django [30] frameworks. The 
web app is connected to a back-end server implemented in python, 

https://React.js
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which accepts API calls from the web app (e.g., paraphrase), applies 
the NLP operation, and returns the result. The web app is deployed 
through DigitalOcean [2], and the back-end server is deployed as 
an AWS EC2 instance [1]. 

5 EVALUATION STUDY 
We performed an IRB-approved evaluation study to understand the 
usability and usefulness of ReadingQuizMaker. We are also inter-
ested in understanding how users respond to ReadingQuizMaker 
as         
approach. We address the following research questions. 

• RQ1: Is ReadingQuizMaker usable? Can instructors use Read-
ingQuizMaker to create questions that they are satisfed 
with? 

• RQ2: How would instructors perceive the AI suggestions? 
Are they of satisfying quality? Are they distracting? Do in-
structors fnd the AI suggestions to be useful or unsatisfying? 

• RQ3: How do instructors compare the human-AI teaming 
approach provided by ReadingQuizMaker with an automatic 
question generation approach? 

• RQ4: What challenges do users experience and what are 
the design implications to develop human-AI collaborative 
systems for education? 

a human-AI collaborative system compared to an automatic

5.1 Participant Recruitment 
We recruited participants through social media (including mailing 
lists and social groups of professors) and ofine correspondences. 
13 college instructors (9 male, 4 female) from 10 universities par-
ticipated in the study. All participants have taught or designed a 
college-level course that requires readings, and have designed dis-
cussion or quiz questions to support students to read. They have 
an average experience of 4-5 years teaching college courses, with 
the longest being 17 years. They are from disciplines including 
education, information science, computer science, technical com-

munication, engineering education, and political science. The study 
sessions lasted for 90-100 minutes via Zoom. Participants were 
compensated with a $50 Gift Card. Before the study session, we 
asked the participants to select a reading text that they would use in 
the session. The only requirement is that the text needs to have an 
online HTML source. Among the 13 participants, 7 used academic 
publications from ACM Digital Library, 4 used online textbook 
chapters, 1 used online tutorials, and 1 used news articles from a 
news and opinion website. 

5.2 A Baseline Condition with Auto-Generated 
Questions 

To address RQ3, how instructors perceive the human-AI teaming 
approach compared to an automatic generation approach, we in-
troduce a baseline condition. We developed a pipeline to automat-

ically generate multiple-choice questions from the user’s choice 
of reading. We observed user behaviors during the pilot tests of 
ReadingQuizMaker that users may extract sentences from one or 
adjacent paragraphs, paraphrase the sentences as correct options, 
and negate a sentence as the incorrect option. We followed this 
pattern in designing the pipeline. 

We frst parsed the HTML fles with BeatuifulSoup [69] to ex-
tract the paragraphs. With the paragraphs as input, we applied an 
Extractive Summarization model to extract salient sentences. 
We used BertSumExt [53], which employs a document-level en-
coder based on the pretrained BERT model. We take the released 
checkpoint trained on CNN-DailyMail dataset [40]. We used this 
model to extract two salient sentences for each paragraph. We then 
combined two adjacent paragraphs to generate options for one ques-
tion, so that each question concerns two paragraphs. The question 
stem is automatically generated following a template as “Which of 
the following is NOT correct according to the [section heading]”. 
For the four sentences extracted in the previous step, three were 
paraphrased and used as correct information. The last one was 
paraphrased, negated, and then paraphrased again, and was used as 
the incorrect information. The Paraphrase and Negation models 
are the same ones as those used in the ReadingQuizMaker system. 

Following this pipeline, we generated 1-2 multiple choice ques-
tions for each section, resulting in 7-10 questions in total for the 
entire reading. The automatically generated questions are then dis-
played through the ReadingQuizMaker interface to enable users to 
make edits if they do not like these questions, as shown in Figure 8. 

5.3 Procedure 
Participants were asked to send us the reading that they wanted to 
use prior to the study session. The only requirement is that the read-
ing has an HTML source. All participants experienced both the Read-
ingQuizMaker condition and the baseline condition. Participants 
always did the ReadingQuizMaker condition frst, because we do 
not want the automatically generated questions to bias instructors’ 
own design. During the session, we frst get participants’ consent, 
and then gave a demo on how to use the ReadingQuizMaker system. 
Participants then have 45 minutes to use ReadingQuizMaker (Task 
1), and 20 minutes to review and potentially edit the automatically 
generated questions (Task 2), as shown in Figure 8. Participants 
were asked to share their screens the whole time and think out loud. 
At the end of each task, the researchers asked follow-up questions. 

5.3.1 Task 1: Use the ReadingQizMaker System to Create Read-
ing Qestions. Participants were asked to imagine that they were 
assigning this reading in a class and designing quiz questions to 
help students read. We emphasized that quality is more important 
than quantity so that they did not need to aim for a certain num-

ber of questions. We also encouraged the participants to design 
questions that target higher-order thinking, so that the questions 
can be a reading guide. We specifcally suggested that they did not 
have to design easy questions to test whether the students had read 
the text or not. We also made it clear to the participants that they 
did not need to aim for a certain number of questions since we 
observed instructors had varying profciency in question creation 
in our formative study. The goal here is to probe into whether 
ReadingQuizMaker can help instructors design thought-provoking 
questions that are of high educational value, instead of simple fac-
tual questions. At the end of the frst task, participants were asked 
to share their experiences. We specifcally asked them to comment 
on the quality of the questions, whether they are satisfed, the qual-
ity of the AI suggestions, and the challenges they had experienced 
in the process. 
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Figure 8: We developed a pipeline to automatically generate multiple-choice questions for the readings our participants 
picked. The resulting questions are then displayed through the ReadingQuizMaker interface inviting user edits. In the baseline 
condition, participants review and edit these questions. The source sentences used in the options are highlighted. 

5.3.2 Task 2: Review and Edit Automatically-Generated Qestions. 
Participants were given 7-10 automatically generated questions on 
the same reading as they used in Task 1. Participants were asked 
to read through the questions, share their opinions, make edits 
when they felt like, or directly abandon questions if the quality was 
low. Participants used an interface similar to ReadingQuizMaker 
as shown in Figure 8. The source sentences for the options were 
highlighted in the Paper Panel. At the end of Task 2, we asked 
participants to share their thoughts on the automatically generated 
questions and compare their experiences of ReadingQuizMaker (the 
human-AI collaborative approach) versus the automatic approach. 

5.4 Data Analysis Methods 
5.4.1 Analysis of System Logs. The system keeps logs of the API 
calls sent to the back-end on each of the NLP models. Two re-
searchers watched the user study recordings to label for each of 
the API calls sent, whether the user read or used the suggestion, 
and what modifcations the user made based on the AI suggestion. 
We labeled an AI suggestion to be adopted if the user sends the 
AI suggestion as an option to the Qestion Authoring Panel 
instead of using the original sentence. We labeled an AI suggestion 
to be read if the user paused on the interface and read the result. 
Since there were times participants directly sent the original text, 
without waiting for the AI suggestions to display. The system also 
logged whether the adoption of the AI suggestions was from the 

Immediate Preview function, or from the NLP Toolbox, which 
requires explicit clicking. 

Similarly, we logged users’ adoption of the question stem sug-
gestions. We recorded whether the user checked, and whether they 
adopted the suggestions, and their modifcations to it. A stem is 
labeled as checked if the user scrolled down the Qestion Author-
ing Panel to see more options. And it is labeled as adopted if the 
user picked a stem from the menu. Users’ handwritten question 
stems are logged as well. 

5.4.2 Afinity Diagram for Think-Aloud Transcripts. The record-
ings were transcribed and analyzed using afnity diagrams [61]. 
Two authors interpreted the transcripts, iteratively grouped the 
interpretation notes, and identifed emerging themes from the data. 

6 FINDINGS 
We present fndings corresponding to each research question. 

6.1 RQ1: All participants successfully created 
questions that they were satisfed with using 
ReadingQuizMaker 

All users successfully created questions using ReadingQuizMaker. 
In total, 89 questions were created, including 51 Multiple-Choice 
Questions, 28 Multiple-Response Questions, and 10 Open-Ended 
Questions. The 79 Multiple-Choice/Response questions contain 288 
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options altogether. Each question contains an average of 3.6455 op-
tions. We want to emphasize that, before the study we explicitly told 
the participants to not focus on quantity. During the study sessions, 
multiple participants mentioned that they saw some easy question 
opportunities but those did not target higher order thinking, so 
that they did not write them down. 

6.1.1 Instructors were satisfied with the question quality. All the 
participants were satisfed with the quality of the questions they 
created and expressed excitement that they would use them in their 
classes. For example, P12 said “I would defnitely assign these in my 
class, because it’s [eforts] you know, reread the article. And with the 
help of the program, I think these are pretty solid to get to start the 
conversation.” P4 said “I actually think they are good to go. Except, like, 
I want to shufe some of the option orders.” Instructors also said that 
the tool helped them create more meaningful questions (P6). P10 
also said “that’s helpful to me to think about as a question writer of 
like, what is a good multiple choice question, what is a good prompting 
question?... Like if I sit there and I don’t know what to do with it, then 
it lets me, okay, well, negate this or do something diferent.” P5 said 
“I think the question I made on sub goals using this tool was probably 
better than what I would create ofhand because the summarization 
gave me three pretty concise sentences on the sub goals.” Example 
questions created by participants during their sessions are shown 
in Figure 9. Participants created questions with fgures, open-ended 
questions, multiple-choice and multiple-response questions that 
prompt students to think deeper behind the text. 

6.1.2 Qestion creation is perceived as easier and quicker. Most 
participants found ReadingQuizMaker to be time-saving compared 
to their usual instructional design processes. P13 said “I can easily 
create questions after I complete reading the paper, I almost complete 
the questions right with answers. So this is defnitely going to be like 
a time saver for me.” P12 said “I do think that this was helpful in 
terms of the timeliness of it because it was faster to come up with and 
I thought the interface was fairly easy.” Participants also mentioned 
that reading or re-reading the content is time consuming. Multiple 
users said it would have been better if they read the text before 
the session, because they would usually have a higher level of 
familiarity with the content they will assign, thus creating questions 
faster. 

Almost all participants mentioned that the interface was easy 
to use. P2 found the process to be smooth and easy to follow, and 
the Qestion Review Panel is helpful for them to see the big 
picture. P9 found the fow of text selection and adding to options 
to be “pretty clear”. P3 said “it’s a new tool, it takes some time to 
just get acquaintance with, you know, all the basic things, but it 
was quick”. P8 said “I think having the paper and also these other 
supports, really helped me, like ground me in creating these questions. 
And it also makes it easier for me to do so. Typically, I don’t think 
I enjoyed creating questions before.” Participants found the system 
was designed to serve their natural fows and was fexible. P10 said 
“you kind of saw my process that I fnd something and then make that 
an answer and then try to build the question backward from it. And I 
think the system’s pretty fexible to be able to do that.” 

6.2 RQ2: Instructors fnd the AI suggestions to 
be useful and desirable. 

We frst present a log data analysis on how instructors used the stem 
suggestions and AI suggestions provided by ReadingQuizMaker. 
Among the 89 questions created, users checked the question stem 
menu 52 times, and picked one from the menu 41 times. Users 
expressed appreciation for the question stems being suggested. P3 
said “I saw the recommendations, then I thought, Oh, well, why can’t 
I use those recommended questions and build on those things?” P8 
thought the question bank gave him “inspiration of where to get 
started”, and P10 found it “nice to inspire me without having to be 
created myself.” 

6.2.1 Users adopted 60% of AI suggestions. 

Summarization. In all 13 study sessions, the summarization 
model was triggered 37 times, and checked by the users 37 times. 
This means that every time the summarization model was triggered, 
the users checked to see the result. We found 19 out of the 37 
suggestions were adopted as options, among which 10 were used 
directly, and 9 were split to multiple options. The reason that the 
summarization model was not triggered very often was because 
the user needed to select a whole paragraph or multiple paragraphs. 
In the study, we observed that users mostly selected sentences, for 
which the default suggestion was a paraphrase. 

Paraphrase. The paraphrase model was triggered 197 times 
throughout all the user study sessions. Only 6 of them were trig-
gered through the NLP Toolbox, and the rest were through the 
Paper Panel preview of the AI suggestions, as shown in Figure 2. 
We consider the preview of AI suggestions upon user selection to 
be successful in helping users discover AI support. 143 of the 191 
paraphrase suggestions were checked by the user, which is about 
75%, and 88 were accepted and adopted in question creation, which 
is 59% of the suggestions that were checked. For the paraphrase 
suggestions that were adopted, 23 were edited further by the user. 

Negation. Across all the study sessions, 49 negation operations 
were applied and checked by the user, among which 29 were used, 
taking up 59% of the triggered ones. Most of the negations were 
triggered manually through the NLP Toolbox, and only 2 were 
automatically triggered when the user sent a new option. Instruc-
tors used the controllable version which required a keyword input 
9 times, 5 of them were accepted. 3 of the 4 rejections were done 
on the same sentence as an input, where P8 wanted to negate a 
specifc word in the sentence however the result wasn’t as expected. 
P8 ended up negating it himself. After users applied the negation 
operation, some of them made further edits on the option. There 
were signifcant edits on 11 of them. 

6.2.2 Instructors found the AI suggestions to be useful and inspiring. 
Following Task 1, we asked participants to comment on the quality 
of the AI suggestions. Almost all participants commented that AI 
gave them useful suggestions and helped make question creation 
easier. Participants also mentioned that they would read the AI 
results frst before using them. For example, P10 said “I like the 
large summarization and the split. I think that’s good, especially the 
way this paper is written that you can take one paragraph or two 
paragraphs and then get a lot of easy question stubs out of that so I 
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Figure 9: Example questions the participants created using ReadingQuizMaker. This includes both multiple-choice and open-
ended questions. Participants considered the questions to have satisfying educational value and aligned with their goals. 

could see myself using that” P9 found the AI results to be reasonably 
satisfying, especially with longer inputs:“I think overall, I was rea-
sonably satisfed with the AI.” P12 in particular liked the paraphrase 
suggestions “Sometimes I was actually very impressed with a lot of 
the paraphrasing that the AI did. Um, so I really would probably use 
that. I would read it frst.” 

We also asked participants to specifcally comment on whether 
the AI suggestions are distracting or got in their natural way of 
thinking and creating questions. All participants shared that the 
AI suggestions were not distracting at all, and they had enough 
control to decide when and how to use the suggestions. P5 said “I 
mean, it wasn’t really distracting because like, I had to pull it up by 
clicking this transform menu, and then do the stuf” Participants also 
shared that they were a bit worried about relying too much on the 
AI so that they needed to proof-read the AI suggestions well before 
adopting them. P6 said “distracting? No, although I could see myself 
making an error by relying on it, because at least a couple of times I 
felt like it deleted a phrase in a way that changed the meaning.” 

6.2.3 Instructors further modify AI suggestions when the results are 
unsatisfying. Instructors also shared that sometimes the AI results 
were not satisfying. AI may generate half-baked drafts that they 
needed to further modify to make them usable. For example, P11 
said “Sometimes it worked well, sometimes it didn’t like. sometimes it 
gave me a good half baked draft that I can take advantage of, so I don’t 
think I would use it as is.” Participants shared that sometimes even 
if they found the results to be not satisfying, the AI suggestions 

gave them inspiration and helped them think alternatively. As an 
example, P4 created their own distractors based on the negation 
result. P6 said “I’m sure that the AI also has a set number of things, 
but they are a diferent set of things than what I have. And so it’s, 
really nice to provide those alternate versions” 

6.2.4 Discoverability of AI is critical for adoption. During the study, 
we found that users were more likely to check and adopt AI sugges-
tions when they were readily available and did not require extra 
actions from the users. For example, the paraphrase suggestion 
is automatically displayed once the user selects a sentence. For 
example, P2 selected a sentence, hoping to get the pronouns re-
placed. After seeing the paraphrase suggestion, they went with 
it instead. Similarly, P4 did not intend to paraphrase and did not 
wait for paraphrase suggestions to load at frst, but gradually as 
they saw more paraphrase suggestions after making a selection, 
they found the paraphrases to be satisfying and went with them. 
Later in the study, P4 more intentionally wait for the paraphrase 
result to load or used the NLP Toolbox to apply the paraphrase 
operation. However, on the other hand, the summarization and 
negation operations take extra steps for users to apply and receive 
less attention. For summarization in particular, users need to select 
multiple paragraphs. P12 mentioned that in the middle of the study, 
she forgot how to apply the summarization operation. 
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Table 2: Example usage of the AI suggestions from the study. In some cases, users modifed the AI suggestions after adopting 
them. The bolded texts in the "Result" column visualize the diference between the original text, and the AI-transformed text 
produced by the model. The bolded texts in the User "Modifcation" column indicates the user’s modifcation based on the AI 
suggestion. One frequent type of user modifcation is to provide more context to make the text more specifc and accurate (as 
shown in the last paraphrase example). 

Operation Original Text Transformed Outcome User Modifcation 
Negation How often did a subject "follow" a model’s 

prediction? 
How often did a subject’s 
prediction fail to match 
up to a model’s 

How often did a subject’s 
prediction fail to match up 
to a model’s prediction 

Negation The above programming exercise, its solu-
tion, and the code explanation were all gen-
erated automatically by OpenAI codex 

The above programming ex-
ercise, its solution, but not 
the code explanation were 
all generated automatically 
by OpenAI codex 

It can generate program-

ming exercise, its solution, 
but not the code explana-
tions 

Negation Since World War II, the president’s party 
has lost 17 House seats 

Since World War II, the pres-
ident’s party has won 17 
House seats 

Paraphrase Higher income growth tends to be associ-
ated with better midterm outcomes for the 
president’s party 

The president’s party tends 
to beneft from higher in-
come growth 

Paraphrase The author see a need for sports sensing 
interfaces to communicate the background 
knowledge necessary to understand seeing 
metrics and couple it closely to the visuali-
sation. This was apparent in the dashboard 
interface. While textual descriptions of the 
metrics were available, none of the partici-
pants used them 

In the dashboard interface, 
there was a need for back-
ground knowledge to be 
communicated to the partic-
ipants 

Paraphrase In the asymmetric system, the teachers’ de-
tachable spectator view made communica-

tion difcult for both participants as it was 
not obvious for them what exactly their peer 
was viewing at the moment 

Communication was dif-

cult for both participants as 
they didn’t know what their 
peer was watching at the 
time 

Communication was dif-

cult for both participants in 
the asymmetric system as 
they didn’t know what their 
partner was attending to 
at the time 

6.3 RQ3: Instructors prefer the human-AI 
teaming approach provided by 
ReadingQuizMaker 

At the end of the study, we asked the participants to compare 
their experiences with ReadingQuizMaker which uses a human-AI 
collaborative approach versus the automatic approach. 12 out of 13 
instructors preferred the human-AI teaming approach provided by 
ReadingQuizMaker. 

6.3.1 Having control is important. Participants shared that they 
liked the human-AI teaming approach because they felt they were 
more in control. For example, P11 said “I would, again, prefer the frst 
task rather than this one, because I would have control over what’s 
being generated.”. P5 mentioned that “it looks like I’m doing a little 
bit more on myself, but actually, that meets my expectation.”. Users 
wanted to be in control not only to keep the questions aligned with 
their goals, but also to avoid errors. As P1 said, “if the questions 

generated were not accurate, then I will never use it. Because without 
myself to review it again. Because you know, like in education, any 
mistakes you made in the class will reduce your authority.” 

6.3.2 Reviewing and editing automatically-generated questions lim-
its my creativity. Although editing a list of pre-templated questions 
may seemingly reduce instructors’ work, users think their imag-

ination and creativity are limited after seeing the automatically 
generated questions. 

P5 said “I feel like it hinders my creativity, but it’s like I see the 
easy route, and it’s like the easy route is to just keep these questions at 
the remember, understand level. ”. Similarly, P8 mentioned “there’s a 
trade of, it’s like, you know, if you present me with something, then 
I’m limited to thinking about these things... So you basically have a 
ceiling there for me. If I create from scratch, then I can try to create 
better ones.” 
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6.3.3 Automatically generated questions are of lower quality. Users 
fnd the automatically generated questions to be of lower quality 
compared to the ones they created through the ReadingQuizMaker 
system. One signifcant shortcoming is that the options in the auto-
matically generated questions are not self-contained and are out 
of context. P4 said “I feel like these sentences are being picked from 
diferent sections, but when you put them together and out of the 
context it’s really hard to judge.”. Participants also shared concerns 
that even when the options were accurate, they did not make good 
question options since they did not target their teaching goals. P10 
said “I would, again, kind of look at this and say, for each of these it 
is representative of the text in there. But does it make sense standing 
alone as a question answer?” Similarly p9 said “I would not include 
such a question. There’s no learning that’s coming out of that. It’s just 
a story.”. P8 commented “These two are not relevant. They are the 
backgrounds, but I wouldn’t include them in the question because I do 
not need the students to know the background.”. To summarize, the 
main drawback of the automated approach as revealed in the study 
is that, even though it is capable of generating logically sensible 
questions and options, the options could be out of context and do 
not align with the instructor’s educational goals. 

6.3.4 Some questions are good if I don’t have time. Although most 
participants preferred to create questions themselves through the 
ReadingQuizMaker interface, some of them found the automatically 
generated questions to be acceptable if they had limited time. For 
example, P3 said “I think the frst question is great. And options are 
actually, you know, very analytical in sense” Some participants found 
similarities between the automatically generated questions and the 
questions they created in Task 1. P8 mentioned that “this is still 
pretty good. I think the question I created was also, like, I had this 
option, I had this option, but with more details. ” Users admitted 
that they might be willing to use these automatically generated 
questions if they did not have enough time. 

6.4 RQ4: User challenge and experiences in 
ReadingQuizMaker and design implications 

Even though participants in general found the ReadingQuizMaker 
system to be easy to use and help them create higher quality ques-
tions, they reported challenges in the process. Users generally found 
coming up with distractors to be challenging. P5 said “ I think dis-
tractors generation is like the hardest part of MCQ, both for like models 
and for humans. ”. Indeed, many instructors struggled when cre-
ating distractors. For example, P10 scrolled up and down, reading 
through sections for minutes to fnd one distractor. Another chal-
lenge participants experienced was fnding a proper question stem. 
We saw in the study that the question stem suggestions were well 
utilized by participants. However, the question stem bank had a 
focus on academic papers. When participants design quiz questions 
for online tutorials, textbook chapters, and news articles, they did 
not fnd the question stem suggestions to be useful. P8 had an idea 
of what to ask about, but struggled to phrase the question stem. 
Similarly, P5 said “knowing how I wanted the question to be worded” 
is challenging. But he found the question stem suggestions to be 
helpful, saying “it was cool that I got the auto complete to kind of 
give me ideas”. 

7 DEMONSTRATIONS OF USE CASES 
We demonstrate two scenarios where students can use the resulting 
questions from the ReadingQuizMaker system to learn. 

7.1 Use as Formative or Summative 
Assessments through Existing Learning 
Management Platforms 

The questions created in ReadingQuizMaker can be downloaded as 
a .csv fle and converted to a .QTI package, which can be directly 
imported into existing learning management systems, such as Can-
vas. This enables instructors to assign the questions they created 
in the system as formative or summative assessments to students. 

7.2 Use as a Reading Guide for Students 
The questions created in ReadingQuizMaker can also be made into 
an interactive reading guide. Students can answer the generated 
questions through an extended ReadingQuizMaker interface that 
supports question answering. If they get a question wrong, the 
interface will give them feedback highlighting where the content 
locates in the reading, which was alreadly logged in the question 
creation process. 

8 DISCUSSION 
In this section, we discuss potential future directions. In the evalua-
tion study, we found ReadingQuizMaker to be well received by our 
participants. Instructors found the system easy and intuitive to use, 
the question stem suggestions and the AI suggestions useful, and 
that they were able to create high quality questions with the support 
from the system. Instructors also showed a strong preference for 
the human-AI teaming approach provided by ReadingQuizMaker 
compared to an automatic approach. Here we discuss some remain-

ing challenges in instructors’ question creation process and propose 
future directions to address them. 

8.1 Increasing Discoverability, Visualization, 
and Explainability of AI Output 

In the study, we found that users were more likely to check and 
adopt AI suggestions when they were readily available and did not 
require extra actions from the users. For example, the paraphrase 
suggestion, which is automatically displayed once the user selects 
a sentence, is more frequently checked and adopted compared to 
the summarization and negation operations. This aligns with the 
human-AI interaction guidelines to support efcient invocation, 
dismissal, and correction of AI outcomes. Additionally, we found 
that some users found it hard to parse the NLP outcomes, especially 
for summarization. The user needs to read the original paragraph 
and read the summary to make sure it is accurate. In ReadingQuiz-
Maker, we implemented visualizations to highlight the changes for 
entity replacement and negation. However, we did not provide vi-
sualizations for summarization and paraphrase models since some 
involve dramatic changes. Future work needs to investigate better 
visualization techniques to help users perceive NLP outcomes more 
efciently. Lastly, some users found it hard to understand how the 
model generated the result. This especially applies to the negation 
model. Some users were wondering why the model picked a certain 
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word to negate, while others preferred the user-controllable version 
of the negation model we provided. Future work needs to explore 
techniques to explain generative models to end-users and provide 
methods for users to control an NLP model. 

8.2 Human-AI Collaborative Approaches to 
Support Educational Content Creation 

Our study joins prior work in demonstrating the power of human-

AI collaborative approaches to support education [41, 42, 83]. We 
found strong user preference for Human-AI teaming to automatic 
approaches in question creation. In ReadingQuizMaker, the user 
has full control over the process. This not only gives the user a 
sense of security, but also makes the process more fuent for them. 
Some users said they would like to keep track of the process, e.g., 
what texts they have used, which part of the reading each option 
comes from, etc. On the other hand, users fnd the automatically 
generated questions to be of lower quality. One of the reasons is 
that it is hard for AI to identify what to focus on, i.e., what is an 
important piece of content to create questions for. When the input 
used for the AI models does not align with users’ expectations, the 
paraphrased or negated sentences will lose context and are less sat-
isfying as question options. The automated approach may generate 
logically correct multiple-choice questions, but the instructors fnd 
the options to be out of context and meaningless. We argue that 
for educational content authoring which requires expertise and 
creativity, human involvement to specify the input to AI systems 
is necessary and helps improve the adoption of AI suggestions. As 
large language models (LLM) such as ChatGPT become more preva-
lent and researchers have been exploring the use of LLMs to serve 
educational goals, our results ofer important suggestions that for 
high-stakes tasks such as educational content creation, allowing 
users to provide input and giving users sufcient control over the 
process is more preferable to fully automated approaches. 

Another direction is to use controllable AI models, where extra 
parameters are specifed by the user. We implemented a simple 
controllable version for negation, which resulted in acceptable 
results. However, there were times where the negation result was 
not as satisfying. For example, the users may choose a specifc word 
to be negated, whereas the model picked an adjacent word to negate. 
Future work needs to develop and incorporate controllable NLP 
models and help users specify parameters and obtain outcomes that 
align with their goals. For educational content creation, including a 
“focus” word for both negation and paraphrase models can reduce 
the risks of losing important information and generate results that 
match users’ expectations. 

8.3 Implications on Improving Question 
Creation Systems 

One biggest challenge in creating questions is knowing what to 
ask. Some participants fnd the summarization provided by Read-
ingQuizMaker to be inspiring and give them ideas, but knowing 
what to summarize and how to convert the summarization result 
into a question is still challenging. Future work could explore ways 
to help people identify question opportunities. Many users fnd it 
hard to come up with good distractors. Although many participants 
used negation to generate distractors, coming up with a plausible 

incorrect option is still challenging. Based on the strategies peo-
ple have displayed, we suggest future work to explore pulling out 
information from a specifc location of the text, e.g., the related 
work section, to generate distractors. In the current version of Read-
ingQuizMaker, question stems are mainly designed for academic 
papers, and not tailored for other reading texts such as tutorials and 
textbooks. As users of ReadingQuizMaker increase and diversify, 
the crowdsourced question bank will grow and give users more 
versatile suggestions in the future. In ReadingQuizMaker, the user 
needs to wait 2-3 seconds for the AI suggestions to load. In the eval-
uation study, we did not observe users to be annoyed or distracted 
by the latency since they usually spent the time reading the original 
text. Future work that incorporates large language models in user 
interfaces needs to reduce latency and examine the potential efects 
on user experiences. 

9 LIMITATION 
1) The participant sample is small. In the future, we plan to run 
a larger study to understand how instructors use tools like Read-
ingQuizMaker to create questions. It also requires a longitudinal 
study to understand how instructors may develop trust with the 
system, and whether they become more profcient in using the 
system over time. 2) In the evaluation study, we asked users to 
self-report whether the approach saved their time on question cre-
ation. This is meant to serve as an investigation into how likely 
instructors are to adopt a system like ReadingQuizMaker in prac-
tice. A more comprehensive quantitative study is needed to fully 
investigate the time-saving factor of the system. 3) This work fo-
cused on a teacher-facing evaluation study where the goal was to 
investigate the usability and utility of ReadingQuizMaker from an 
instructor’s perspective. A large-scale student-facing experiment is 
needed to understand whether the resulting questions are benefcial 
for students’ reading comprehension and learning. 

10 CONCLUSION 
We propose ReadingQuizMaker that supports instructors to conve-
niently design high-quality questions to help students comprehend 
readings. ReadingQuizMaker adapts to instructors’ natural work-
fows of creating questions, while providing NLP-based process-
oriented support. ReadingQuizMaker enables instructors to decide 
when and which NLP models to use, select the input to the models, 
and edit the outcomes. In an evaluation study, instructors found the 
resulting questions comparable to their previously designed quizzes. 
Instructors praised ReadingQuizMaker for ease of use, and consid-
ered the NLP suggestions to be satisfying and helpful. We compared 
ReadingQuizMaker with a baseline condition where instructors 
were given automatically generated questions to edit. Instructors 
showed a strong preference for the human-AI teaming approach 
provided by ReadingQuizMaker. Compared to ReadingQuizMaker, 
instructors found the automatically generated questions to be of 
lower quality and the content in the questions to be out of context 
and meaningless. Our fndings ofer important suggestions for the 
use of large language models to support education. We argue that 
for high-stakes tasks such as educational content creation, allowing 
users to provide input and giving users sufcient control over the 
process is more preferable to fully automated approaches. 
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